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Notes for a Study of Fertility
 

There is a play in the idea of fertility that is of tremendous importanqe. 
First it is a capability to produce: children, ideas, crops, life of all 
kinds. But it is alsoperforJ..l1ance: actual numbers of babies born, a slogan 
for the work of an author, a known attribute of the soil. Fertility as it 

f' extends over time is a procoss in which all living beings participate. But 
it is also a subject of assessment; the 'Value of fertility is not everywhere 
conventionalized in the same way. 

We have only the most haphazard idea of why this is~ even though 
questions of this sort have been of considerable and indeed polemical in
terest almost perpetually. The demographic aspect was separated off, very 
early, and put in its modern form by Malthus (1798) as a relation between 
social ideas and praotices 'and material constraints. Malthus was also 
prescient in the elaborate efforts he made to get numerical information about 
population. Neither of these contributions were original, nor was the dubious 
class interpretation he built upon them. Nonetheless, tho Malthusian model 
in which social mores decide the numbers of people, and in which these 
numbers, overy increasing, approaoh a point at which the exhaustion of re
sources intervenes, is still the most widely accepted description. Prod
uctivity carries its dangers; fertility wants control. As a statement of 
general possibility this is trivially true" but the power of the idea is 
evident in its direct contribution to hIO defining features ,of ourera,_ 
The first, which does not directly concern us, is Darwin's theory of natural 
selection; the second ~mich includes some influence of Darwin; is the con
ceptualization of human populations in numerical terms in which spcial 
influences are included solely for their material, in this case, biological 
consequences. 

The use of numerical methods in studying populations has a very long 
history; it cannot be said that Malthus contributed much to this, he was 
mostly just awake to its possibilities. By the time these methods had truly 
become statistical at the turn of this century thE! metaphors of evolution 
had pervaded the study of society, so that the writings we recognize today 
as the first formulation of fertility in the demographic sense were made as 
mathematical contributions to biology. The gradual sociologizing of these 
metaphors took place, as it did in anthropology, in the period up to about 
1940. Sociologists of fertility since that time have chosen to ooncentrate 
on a statistical method parallel to demography; the categories of these 
statistics are a thoroughly ad hoc mixture consisting of remnants of the 
biological glosses, stock categories of academic sociology, and those items 
required by the statistical method itself. The assessments of prior periods 
are included in these categories in some scattored part; but there is to the 
demographic and sociological study of fertility little of the vital force 
of the idea of fertility itself. 

It is well known that, aside from the occasional statistical advoca
tion"anthropologists applied their socio-biological metaphors to aspects 
of society in which the advantages of ennumeration and statistics were not 
immediately apparent. The censuses taken by ethnographers are more in the 
way of initial reconnaissance than a major influence upon subsequent des
cription. Mere survival is not an issue for most societies anthropologists 
have studied unless this was a matter of the encroachment of neighbouring 
or colonial groups. l.\ialthus and even later wr:iters who included primitive 
peoples in their population studies, such as Carr-Saunders and Krzwicki, 
have ,never had an anthropological following. This did not leave anthropolo
gists free t,o, take up their own approach., ,As it turned out the at tacbrnent 
of anthropology to coloninlism,the pseudo-biological idea of functional i~ter
gration, and tho correlate inattention to language and native represent&t1on 
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united to remove the importance of fertility in the, self-definition of groups 
from the ethnographers' attention. Perhaps the study of 'kinship' and 'mar
riage', had it been left a greater element of self-definition, might have 
given the 'play' of fertility explicit' attention. As it stands, it is an 
open question whether these institutions and their terminological and ritual 
expression embody anything like the range of ideas in English surrounding 
'fertility', 'conception', 'creation', 'germination', and the like. The 
same is true if we ask what the influence of the range of activities so 
described has over changes in the numerical composition of groups. That 
is, if we ask the inevitable question of the relation of ideas and infra
structure, of classification and action. 

The particular importance of fertility is the 'play' between the fact
 
of the process in time and the ,conventional assessments which are made an
 
object of study as if they were outside of time. The 'play' encapsulates a
 
current problematic, that is ,the definitic;>ns that we ordinarily go by and
 
the ranges of experience l1etherebyshut out~ itJewould like to reinstate
 
time, not knowing altogether what is meant by such a grandiose phrase. And
 
we would wish, thereby, to do away with the painful hyperstasis of phrases
 
such as 'ideas and infra-structures' and 'olassification and action'. '
 

The centrality of fertility is not just its evocativeness, as tends
 
to be the case with a similar term," viz 'generative'. Rather, it proyides
 
us With something of a course to £01101'1, at least in the initial stages. 
rrhe 'play' is equally inaccessible to demography and anthropology: ' to' show 
that the situation of these two subjects is essentially the same is at least 
0f polemical value; and insofar as this refors the major method of study in 
this century (statistics and formalisms generally) to a subject which con
siders itself ,a defender of the informal and semantic, we would be tackling 
(;1. case of general importance. Inevitably this would say something of the 
oapabilities of the'methods of each for the problem at hand. The two subjects 
~eem particularly suited for such a critique: demography, of all the social 
studies, is remarkably conscious of the artificiality of its mothod;the 
anthropolOgy with the greatest implication for fertility, the study of ' 
prescription, marriage, and related symbolism, is among the most highly 
qeveloped in the subj oct. 

A critique does not offer a way out. One is inclined to agree with 
those who argue that the next steps await an ethnography we do not as yet 
have. At times this'seems particularly dainnihg, as if those who could go 
into the field if they merely wished do not, and those who would like to 
find they cannot get the most simple help. ',The history of these two subject~, 

which makes up a kind Of ethnography of a certain scientific problem of our 
period,'atleast permits us to show the extent to which the current problema~ 

tic may be stretched. 
******11<***** 

It is a remarkable impasse that we are unable to account for the in- ' 
fluence of collective reprosentations upon changes in population size and 
composition. A glance at history does tell us something about the demo
graphic situation. ,At present we'possess a remarkable calculus for express,... 
ing changes in relativo,numbers of people considered in tho' abstraet;but 
there is no comparable analytical fr~ework which conceptualizes these changes 
as they follow from native representations, considered for their ow.n abstract 
struct~res. The sociological study of fertility, which'has attempted to 
account for these changes statistically, without attending to the structui-0 
of native representations, has yet to produce anything like a theory•. ' Ail 
of this can be said to follow from the historical situation· at the beginning 
of this century: basically,thata certain conception of the use of formal 
methods was widely accepted, and ,that anthropologists while also accepting 
,it generally chdseto study situations in which such methods seemed pointless 
or impracticable. ' ' . 
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~lhile there has always been a certain disdain for statistics or formal
ism~ anthropologists have never bothered to produce a thorough-going critique. 
Some obvious problems, such as the inappropriateness of standard demographiq 
categories and schedules to particular ethnographic situations havo been 
noted many times; but those have become rather pat criticisms \'1hich are 
merely a folk-lore '\'1lthinanthropology. Nor have anthropologists applied 
themselves to semantical analyses of the representations that might be . 
responf'ible for changes in population struct1.U'o in particular societies; 
this in spite of the fact that most of the societies they have been studying 
have been going through tho most radical displacements imaginable. 

There is a good scattering of ethnographic information in the vicinity 
of the topic, some of it very interesting: these range over anecdotal in
formation on sexual practices, historical and demographical accounts, physical 
and cosmological representations as they enter into systems of exchange, 
recent discussion of etlUlic definition, and simple passing references. It 
would be an interesting if quaint exercise to assemble these materials, for 
the similarity in native manners of expression of fertility might well make 
up a kind of natural resemblance. However, previous e~perience in assembling 
these tangential writings in accord with the interests of other academic 
periods, has shown them to be very suggestive but inconclusive. l This is . 
likely to be all that can be said. 

A history of the separation of anthropology and demography, of the 
missed critique on the one hand and the missed ethnography on the other, 
would not be without interest. Needless to say, demographers are doing some
thing quite different in their study than are anthropologists; the point of 
such a history would not be to suggest that they fail to take up the problem 
of tbo influence of native representations, for they never intended to; 
rather, it would show somo of the conse~uonces of setting such questions 
aside. These are of some interest as they are part and parcel of the stat
istical method generally. Demographic ~~alyscs, because they are in this 
way incomplete, have been susceptible to the wildest interpretations and, 
accordingly, have beon used unintentionally to misrepresent the very re
lations thoy are intended to show. Such an account would not startle demo
graphers at all, for they are accustomed to the mistakos their method O!l

genders; but it also would not help them with this problem, nor give us a hold 
on the semiotics of fertility. However,a historical stretch of the successive 
interpretations of demographic statistics does provide us with a good set 
of examples of the semiotics. 

A collation of anthropvlogical part-references to fertility would only 
remind us of certain faimilar limitations in tho methods of interpretation 
of different periods of anthropology. It is not possible to consider these 
as part of a semiotics of fertility since anthropologists have never really 
conceptualized them in anything like that way. Thero is no tradition of 
study to be ferretted out here. But the recent experience of anthropolo
gists in 'rethinking' the short-comings of earlior acco~trlts has led them to 
regard Questions of idea and infra-structure such as posed by fertility ha~ 

left outstanding by traditional descriptive methods. Fertility is the king. 
of problem vn10so current fragmented state of formulation can be recognized 
as more than a consequence of preferred methods at the inception of these 
subjects and a SUbsequent division of labour. We can, instead, invoke that 
heavy liord t epistemological' to describe certain features of the thinking 
at that time which continue on into the present. 

Obviously one such feature Was introducod by the conception of formal 
methods: the requirements of a notational system, notably the total unam
biguity of its characters and their relations, moans that tho manner in 
which it specifies events is remarkably differont than that of ordinary 

alanguage The consequences of this difference are vary far reaching. They 
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include not only tho tendency to recast etlulographic situations in an alien 
form, but something of the rationalo behind the division of academic svnjects 
such as anthropology and demography. When we speak in passing of 'levels' of 
analyses, "to are invoking nn ideal in which the clnrity and precision of 
mathematical and geometrical analyses is never far mmy. tlhen anthropologists 
bicker about the status of formal· mothods in their subjoct, as I will go 
on to do in this paper, they are, for wh~tever their disagreoments, basically 
just reasserting these familiar divisions. 

A further epistemological issue is the way in which ethnographic situ
ations, of which that of the analyst can only be another examplo, seem to 
present themselves. This is really a matter of our o"nl inarticulateness. 
Fertility may serve as the case in point, considered 'just' with reference 
to its central aspect of huma!l procreation. We might take this, as is often 
done, as a question asked by some hypothetical couple as to whether and when 
they should have a child. Of course familiar collective sentime!lts weigh
invory rapidly. These may bo on quite a different scale, such as the state 
of tho economy in a particular sector, a totalitariancharactor of gOVOTI1ment, 
or a tightly-1Glit ethnic or religious community. All of those may be 
rendered locally as, for example, the social pressures on working mothers, 
the number of children one can expect to get into the Party, or the threat 
of assimilation to a small community. 

The definitions over-ride even tho unpredictable physiology of con
ception. Take, for example, the experience of those woman 'on the pill'. 
Quite a number of births and abortions seem to follow from misgivings about 
its physiological effects -misgivings which lead to sporadic use. There 
is good cause for agoniZing here, whether it is really unkno~m possibilities 
of clotting or cancer, or the daily physical discomforts. Somo women put up 
with all of these and some women finally refuse, but the incidence of all ."
of the symptoms is scattered through the full rilllge of users. ~~10 would say 
that their problems and solf-diagnoses are merely either physiological or 
'psychosomatic'? . 

To take just the pregnancies which seom relatod to this; the availability 
of abortion marks some change· in the view of 1'/'Omen and !'.len and pregnancy; 
this seems to have lessened the reality of lumbored marriages and self-
induced or clandestine abortions, if only by adding possibilities. Or~ rray 
note that this owed to social redefinition as well as technology; the 
technology has not removed tho physiological indeterminancy, nor made con
traception and abortion popular, although it hns in some way participated 
in the changing ideas people have about what to do whon ~Ulexpectedly progIlant. 
Plainly this is a part of a much larger and continuing change. Although 1'10 
may consider the control of fortili ty as an axis along which the relative 
positions of men and won~n are conventionalized, there ~s much more to those 
situations than any simple ling~istic statemont can convey. 

The epistemological puzzle posed by situnt ions such as those is th:1t, 
on the one hand, they expand to take in very largo ranges of society; on tho 
othor, they reduce to a tenuous interpretation of infra-structure. No one 
characterization soems adequato. ·Nonetholess, 'ihen w'e sometimes rofer to 
'the pressures' on people who happened to be procreating (as well as all 
sorts of other activities similarly influenced) we are acknowledging the 
relatednes s of all of this, arid people in those s i tuat ions do see themsolves 
as 'pressurized'. The problem is not unlike the one, in an overlapping 
area, which led Edmund Le~ch to arguo that there could be no simple definition 
of marriage; marriage is at best 'a bundle of rights'. All we have are those 
awl~tard, short-shrift phrases. No one will thirJ[, thon, that I am tryir~ to 
substituto 'fertility' for 'marriage' ,'kinship', and the rest. 
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There is the graceful option to consider only those sets of defini
tions which cluster around recurrent events. Bundles of rights, kin 
terminologies, colour terms, are all exa~~les. Particular rituals or myths 
also suggest themselves 88 encapsulations of basic social themes. One can 
imagine an attempt to take some situation in which the 'play' of fertility 
enters, such as the situation of young unmarried pregnant women in 'family 
planning' clinics in our own society, and try to trace the themes expressed 
in these regularly occurring situations through to the wider ranges of social 
representations that are of influence. Perhaps such events can provide a 
kind of text in the manner, for example, of Gregory Bateson's Naven. 

There are many problems here, even setting to one side th~t we have 
no such accounts, and whatever might be the problen~ of the midst of such an 
ethnography. Taken as an idea of how to go about studying such situations, 
we might criticize the 'ritual' or 'terminological' approach in two ways. 
First, while such an ethnography would tremendously improve our understanding, 
there is nothing in the formulation which would allow us to monitor shifts, 
e.g. in attitudes toward abortion, or in control exercised by men and women, 
or in the very difficult questions of diagnoses. Such a description gives 
us valuable information about tho current state of conventions, not of 
continuing process. Second, the status of s~ch terminologies and rituals seems 
rather idealized. It is presumptuous to proceed as if important terms and 
routines will ever~There take up coherent sets of terms and actions; if 
approached as sets an~vay, we should expect such sets to be loosely 
structured, full of 'hollow' categories, and impossible to interpret without 
a diachronic sequence of changes. Tho idealization is both a fixation into 
forms whose distinctiveness may be endlessly debatable, and a fixation of 
time. 

We began this section by remarking on our inability to connect 
collective representations and population changes in a convincing way. 
Somewhere betvTeen the two we have insinuated young unmarried pregnant women 
and their men in situations someWhat like those in vThich the control of 
their fertility evolves, Anthropological descriptions, which might be very 
welcome additions to our knowledge about these people, do not seem suited to 
showing how the major changes in social definition of their situations occur, 
nOr the consequences for demographic structures. Our description of these 
has been quite summary; however, the static quality of anthropological des
criptions, and the monographic method L~ which the no doubt very plausible, 
relations are filled out by illustration and anecdote seem to be sufficiently 
long-standing subjects of criticism within anthropology as to not require 
restatement. There is no question that recent work on classification marks 
a major improvement; the replacement of pseudo-biological analogies by 
p~eudo-grammatical ones has not proceeded without an awareness that such , 
9hanges are of the same kind as the ones anthropologists study; but insofa!, 
as those improvements are addressed to understanding ostensibly 'new' sets! 
of classifications rather than attending to their modes of dorivation or ' 
production - and the tendency to stereotype changes in time as 'evolutionist', 
ffunotionalist', 'structuralist', 'post-structuralist' is one obvious example 
all of these devolopments serve to obscure the very sort of problem we aro' 
trying to get at. 

We ~1ave also begun to give some idea of the background of the parti
cular forms, anthropological and demographic, througJ.1. which the 'play' of 
fertility has been fixed. We identified two epistemological aspects of this, 
without however, relating them; tho separation of formality from language; and 
the range of implications of particular instances of 'play' which resist form
ulat ion either in an englobing way or cluster by cluster. Tho pot ent ial of 
their linlalge seems obvious enough: the 'play' which is both meaning and 
action, is in essential aspects non-linguistic, and our frustration in 
formulating the range and movement of these situations comes no doubt from 
our attempt to force them into language anyway; formal notations are non
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linguistic expressions of connectedness and suggest tnemselves f therefore,
 
as ways of reaching beyond the language. However, insofar as notational
 
systems have their Oi-ill rules of specification, lihich have nothing to do
 
1'Vith ranges of social events, there is at first glance no reason to believe
 
that they can be any more attentive to non-linguistic specifications than
 
language. ~fuat does the use of formal ideas entail? .
 

************
 
The adoption of formal methods, whether in analogy to various schools
 

of mathematics or linguistics, generally resolves upon a form which allows
 
a tremendous .multiplicity of events to be expressed through a few, concise
 
relations. Even the use of general formal ideas such as opposition,
 
homology, and symmetry on a piecemeal basis retains a fonn which insists
 
upon the crisp cOIlllectedness of theoretical formulations, in contrast to the
 
informal and vaciliating character of the experience of reading, writing,
 
conversing, and so on. Formal methods generally resolve upon not~tional
 

systems o~ schemes which insure the unambiguity of the items and relations.
 
A formal method thus involves a set of relations in which the connecting
 
operations are quito different from those vihich order social events. Tho
 
correspondence of formal schemes to the conventional assessments of the
 
events is thus far from immediately apparent.
 

The question 'to what do the elements of formal systems refer?' 
is resolved b;y the institution of 'data'. That is, a substitute reality 
is constituted which purports to be an accurate selection of information 
from a local setting. The implications of this in the statistical case are 
well knO,ill: the categories of the data follow the interest of the collecting 
agent and not of the local setting, although there is often a great deal in 
common. Statisticians such as demographers generally cons~der the gathering 
and condensiJ::g of information as a separate problem from the theoretical mani
pulations of their notation; the inforences and assumptions that make up a 
statistician's Ilandling of materials, before or after they are accorded the 
status of data, usually remain unanalysed; and insofar as writers tend to 
refer to 'collection of data' rather than of information - i.e. the data is 
reality - the solution to the question of .reference can amount simply to 
banishing both the processes and assessments of the peoples studied. 

Anthropology counts a partial improvement on this. There is a tendoncy, 
particularly in formal analysos, to consider the written ethnography as data, 
that is, as an adequate account of a particular people,; This in spite· of 
the ·fact that the formal analyst is almost invariably asking a different set 
of questions than did the ethrlographer; the situation would seem to be 
improved only when the analyst and ethnographer are the same person, and the 
account includes a description of how the formal rendering of native repre
sentations was decided upon •. Tho work on terminological sets (With its 
incumbent limitations) alluded to earlier is a case in point. 

Analysis of published ethnography has doponded upon the generality 
of certain aspects of communication which lend themselves to formal expression. 
These ideas owe their entry into anthropology to Levi-Strauss's fitful ex
plorations of linguistics and mathematics between 1945 and 1955, and their 
clarification to Needham's studies of prescription and lateral symbolism 
between 1958 and 1969. The basic distil~tion is that botweon prescription 
and preference, i.e. between self-defining categories and those for which 
there is a considerable element of choice. At a very general lovel there 
soems to be a close fit between tho idea of a prescriptivG rule and the 
categorical practice ·of native peoples. Thus, when Needham joins Leach in 
stating that 'prescriptive marriage is not meroly (an) ideal type but 
actlli~lt2 he is assorting a one-to-one correspondence between theoretical 
relations formally expressed and the relations carried in certain native 
classifications. However, this applies only to the few categorios that 
maybe considered proscriptive: thus, while lcnowledge of a rule of pre
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scriptive marriage indicatDs what categories of people are allowed to marry, 
it dOGS not say which individuals in those categories will marr,y, whether 
and how the categories may change, and it docs not preclude that prescribed 
individuals may be reclassified as marriageable. For a working out of the 
practice, an intimate lcnowlodge of personality, etiquette, tastes, manners 
of speech, local background - in short, ofpreforences - is necossa~J. 

Prescriptions arise out of preferences; both in the course of the investi~ator's 

understanding, and in the course.of events generally. As Levi-Strauss notes, 
all prescriptions aro preferences from a certain point of vievl: 3· it is the 
assumption of a system of classification which in both cases turns the de~i
nition of certain preferences into the definition of a situation. Honce the 
quality of self-definition. 

Thus, anthropology improves upon the use of~o~mal methods insofar as 
tho analyst first has some familiarity with nativq classification; and even 
then, the formal renderings are restricted to a few general conventions. 
The distinction botween prescription and preference makes a slight but 
significant realignnlent in the usual attitudq Of anthropology which keeps 
formality separate £rom semantic interests~ Formal ideas map selected 
ranges of representation rather well, and arc an important aid in their 
exploration; but because this range ilJlso limitod, the direct applicabilit:y 
of formal systems - group theory, statistics, matrices and networlre, etc•• 
as systems seems to imply an inevitablq ~orcing of native classifications 
into somo wholly alien mode. 

We may class this clarification 'slight~.in the senso that its r~in 

effect is to bettor articulate a long ~tanding anthropological view. For 
example, although passing positive reference to statistical formalisms has 
boen a part of anthropology practically from the beginning, there have bee~ 

few attempts to give these methods a more than secondary role. These now 
tend to be identified with a cortainporio~ of the subject: 

Certain. members of the Central African/Nanchester scheol of 
anthropologists did set out to improve the observational methods 
of fieldwork. Barnes, r·'Ii tchell and others made it possible to 
apply advanced statistical methods where they had been proviously 
regarded. as impracticable. The ;result was unexpected: such 
studies were not much welcomed eVQn b~ avowed empiricits. The 
more t statistically rigorous' seemod il;;qmean, in SOL'1e way, the 
loss 'anthropological'. We may not ~~c~ssarily deny the sound
noss of this instinct.4 . 

No doubt the same instinct has partioipated in tho misinterpretations 
of Needham's prescriptive studies; and these. have, in turn, stimulated on 
his part.severa15recent statemonts of method regarding the proper placq,of 
formal analyses. He plainly wishes to differentiate his work from the ;4;1~ 

creasing masS of formal studies of all sor~siand where the question is q:f 
the no. turo of reference betw"oen the formal an~ some social reality, his 
comments turn specifically on prescrip~ion. 'The use of formal metlmds ~ay 

be extended to covor prescriptive categories provided that the formal m~thod" 
is not a full-blown system but an oppo~itc selection of formal relations. 
The situation for preferences, however, remains unchanged from Levi-Straussts 
distinction between mechanical and statistiqal models: the forr~alapproach 

to prescription is not suitable for preferences due to their multiplicity 
and changeability; formal methods such as ~tatistics, while applicable, 
still do not follo'l'f the preferences as they' are implied by native classifi
cation. . . 

The problems posed by preferences arq further confounded, as Leach 
noted several yeo..rs ago, in that theroisnonecessar,y connection between 
collective and individual representations.6 '. These vagaries of preference no 
doubt account for the tunl in some of Ne~dh~¥n's current writings from the 
publication of fornal analyses to an advoca,t:Lon of conceptual analysis ac-

I ).',. 
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cording to ta combi.na.t:Lon of the approaches of ~n"V'Qn:1.:Sbe--o.nd-W±-trt;genstein'.7 
For this programme he states the limits of formal methods quite succinctly: 

• •• themode of analysis necessarily remains subject to two main 
critical qualifications. First,thatthe formal constructs them
selves call ultimately for a validation that is independent of the 
ideological tradition in which they are framed; and this cannot be 
done either by meta-formal analysis or by reliance on the traditional 
concepts that the abstractions are supposed to rectify. Second, 
that however abstract or purely logical the formal notions may be, 
they are useful only to the extent that they mediate between the 
concepts of natural languages; and as soon as these are brought in
to any connection there rearise all of the stock hazards, of grammar 
and social circumstance, that attend any attempt to convey meaning 
from, one form of life into the categories proper to another. 8 

This is, I thiw{, an elegant clarification of the long-standing view that
 
formal analyses and anthropological attention to the native point of view
 
don't mix. In this conception, as -in the definition of anthropology in
 
contra-distinction to statistics, it is the relation which gives the re

spective sides much of their significance. Together they make up a cornmon
 
view, a seemingly inevitable division in the understanding of society.
 
With the aid of the clarity Needham has brought to this relation we can
 
make two points.
 

The first is that the relation as phrased is solely between formality 
and language. All of the argument above regarding our inability to formulate 
extensive ranges of social relations in language as well as the movement of 
these relations over time, weighs-in h€re. Insofar as these ranges in
fluence our use of language, ,'18 can expect any accounting of concepts con
fined to their linguistic aspoctsto be frustrated. This is equally true 
for any accounting of the use of fomal ideas without reference to the 
constant ,interdigitation of formal abstractions and their semantic counter
parts. The application of formal ideas will have to be taken not merely 
in terms of their notational relations, but according to their use in the 
midst of reading, writing, arguing and other ways of understanding. This 
will vary considerably according to the situation of the notation. Needham 
rightly considers this as an inter-relation With language where mathematical 
notation and his own use of general formal ideas are concerned; but we can
not expect this to be the case for musical notation, for notations of human 
movement such as the L~ban system, and for whatever schemes might be of use 
for ritual and other events in multi-dimensions. 

The second point is that the distiIlCtion between prescriptive and 
preferential rules, insofar as it marks an overlap of formal and collective 
representations, does make the first step toward a consideration of the 
formal as used in combination with ot.her semiotics. However, insofar as 
the distinction leaves unchanged our inability to model preforences in any 
other than statistical way, it makes no real advance. Examination of this' 
inability ~llows us to elaborate upon the commonality of certain ulrthropol
ogical and statistical methods • 

. Levi-Strauss's distinction between mechanical and statistical models 
was drawn from Wiener: there are models expressable in the language of 
classical mechanics - ordinary language - and there are models in which the 
components are so many and various that they can only be considered in the 
aggregate. That is, the individuals of statistical mechanics are classes 
of individuals. However, both the classical and statistical models are 
mochanical explanations, and the logic of analysis of the indinduals of ono 
is true for the classes of individuals of the other. A statistical model 
is merely a mechanical model in which the operations which follow-out the 
assumptions of the system are probabalistic. We can carry the analogy on 
to refer to prescription and preference in the following way. The logic of 
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both statistical and mechanical explanations consists of prescTiptioDs which 
rule the elements of the notution. ~fuere the latter is concerned, the pres
criptions state the relations of individuals - in the case of marriage, of 
groups in alliance and even of particular marriages. It so happens that 
prescriptive rules are characteristic of societies of moderate size so there 
would be little point to their statistical specification. However, in mass 
societies the definition of groups and the significance of particular marriQges 
is much less claar, statenlents about the marritlge practices of Elass societies 
will still be based on a logic consisting of prescriptions; but insofar as 
particular marriD.ges and groups could only be identified tediously, a statis
tician usually defines his own classes which, in the analogy to individual 
intermarrying groups, stand as collections of very largo nUQber of allianco 
groups. 

The point I wish to mako is that stlltistical aru:,lyses are not different 
from formal prescriptive nlialyses in their logic; their difference, llS Levi
Strauss noted,9 is a matter of scale. A statistic.::l analysis could be carried 
out lv-ithin the logic of a prescriptive marriage system, although thore vlould 
be little point to this other than confirrrtation in certain cases. . statis
tical analyses becomos suitable for preferences due to the considerablo 
scale of possibilities they adrrit; but what such an analysis does, in effect, 
is to reproduce a proscriptive analysis, a mechanical model, in which the 
details are settled lli the aggregate. Thore is no analysis of preforences 
as preferences; there are only prescriptive formal analyses, same of which 
are statistical; any of these may attend to the nature of roforence botweon 
tho analyst's prescriptions and tho data, or the data and tl~ ongoing ovents. 

The similar consoquences of formal analyses of prefol'ences, whether 
carriod out statistically or verbally, can be seon by a brief cOlwideration 
of the results of the papers on lateral sy-L'lbolism. :I!'ortunately, the status 
of these results mve reccmtly received explicit statol1lent.lO The clements 
drawn from the ethnography in these analyses are taken from reports of 
particular sitl~tions which show clear evidence of dual classification; the 
elements are then listed in columns, but the placing of an clemGnt in one or 
the other column is not indicative of any conunon property among the clements: 
the only cor~on factor is that they enter into the same kind of relation, 
and that their distribution seems to accord to some very widely applied 
distinction?, such as right and left. Nooilllam tc1kes up two questions regard
ing the theoretical status of this schoine and its components: first, the 
question of the relation of the analysis to the peoplos concerned; and, second, 
the extent to which such analyses may be objectively validatod or refuted. 
The notational scheme is not, of course, in the minds of the n.:1tiv03. Howevor, 
having accorded the eth..'1.ography the status of data, the elements in relation 
are regarded as ono-to-one with collective representations as used in native 
situations. The listing of these relations together doos not indicate that 
either the situations or the dual s~ubolizations are in any way connected. 
That is, analysis says nothing further about a context than that it exhibits 
dualism; and nothing is said of the rolation of contexts. Fin~lly, presence 
or absence of dual classification says nothing necessary about the presenco, 
absGnce, or relative importance of other principles of classification for 
these isolated situations. 

Plainly, any similarity of such an analysis to ono performed by someone 
using a statistical mathod, such as a demographer, must be at tho leVGl of 
the underlying logic, the prescriptions of method, rather th'J.n in the statis
tical elaboration. We have already noted the similar attitude toward infor
mation which accords its written presentation tho status of reality•. A 
demographer expects certain goneral principlos to be oporating in the data; 
we could say that the counterpart to dualism in a statistical analysis lIould 
be the regular characteristics of aggregates, such as the tendency of ele
ments to clust8r around a mean, or their asJrmptotic properties. The demographer 
would, of course, choose a principle to which the data soemod suited; and 
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the notational schemo is, of course, in his mind and not in those of the 
peoples studied. The situations in the data in which the principle is ex
hibited are organized according to tho usual practices of tho discipline: 
the settings in which the data are constituted, both in collection and writing
up, are no more apparent in demographic tables than they are for the situ
ations described verbally in anthropological monographs. In both cases the 
reader must try to decide the general plausibility of the relations for 
himself. In our analogy then, each demographic table is the equivalent of 
each situation for which a dual relation is listed in a table of dual classi 
fication. A demographic table is, aftor all, a collective representation. 
And, as in the case of the table of oppositions, thoro is no necessary con
nection between the contexts or the symbolizations reprosented by a table; 
similarly, a table is subject to analysis according to many principles, 
without specifying their relation. 

In Sunl, the careful
) 

limitations Needham places upon the analysis of
 
lateral symbolism, particularly the way rolntions are shovm to operate in
 
the data, and the extreme generality and yet isolated specificity of these
 
relations, are very much in the character of ordinaI"J demographic analysis.
 
We would eA~ect this to be the case insofar as both utilizo a mechanical
 
model consisting of a few descriptive injunctions which do seom appropriate
 
to the data; and both models convey the impression of producing relations
 
which go past the data and h:.'we some hold upon actual situations. The
 
mothods differ only in that, once the model is in place, a demographer will
 

..	 confirmits assumptions statisticnlly; the additional difference, that demo
graphers tend to draw their prescriptions in line with what they regard as 
infra-structure rather than with the structure of native representation, is 
simply an academic convention and is not a necessary or essential character
istic of this kind of analysis. However, we can now readily understand Why 
the deDographer is inclined to do this: insofar as formal anthropological 
analyses are 3ubject to the sarle restrictions with regard to preforence as 
demographic analyses, there is no readily available structure to nQtive 
representations for the demographer to accommodate his analyses to. It is 
not so much that denographers fail to attend to differences in classifica
tion, as that the information and analyses of those who specialize in such 
classification have nevor been suited to the assessment of changes in popu
lation structure. 

It is perhaps not surprlslng that Needham concludes his paper lidth the
 
nagging question of the validity of such analyses:
 

••• it is still an unavoidable concern to ask hOW, or in what degree, 
oppositional analysis can ever be said to be right." 

This kind of problem is a long-standing ono for demographic analyses. 
Indeed, denographers are continually reminded of tho consequences of the 
removal of inforTIution in space and tiDo from ongoing social settings, for 
they are concerned to project future population structures, and thus' are 
regularly confronted with the possibility of factual refutation_ The kind 
of formal analysis we are describing renders the multiplicity of native 
preferences according to prescriptive principles and academic conventions 
agreed upon beforehand; it does not attend to the flow of preferonces, and 
it cannot connect the particular principles it identifies in the data with 
the wider range of conventions that may be current in a society. Tho 
example of domography shows that the problemB faced by this method are of 
two kinds: a tendency to state the obvious, in part because all statements 
repeat the initial assumptions; and, a tendency for rosults to be wrol~ 

because they assume an absence of change. It is well known, for exnuplc, 
that the most hi~11y regarded actuaries of the 1920s and 1930s believed 
that western Europe and North America faced a dire threQt of depopulation; 
or, that the extraordinary decline in American fertility which began in the 
1960s, due in large part to changing opinions about contraception, was not 
fu.ticipated. The Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices surveys of the 1960s, 
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which were intended to provide information on the realities of contraceptive 
use, but were conceived with little or no attention to native representation, 
indicated, for example, that people will say they do not want too many 
children. 

This last example reminds us that anthropologists, insofar as ~heyare 

able to make direct nndsometimes remarkably continuous contact with native 
representations may not be as susceFtible to a reading-in of their own 
cultural posits as are demographers. Indeed, the potential contribution of 
anthropology to population studies has always been for this reason tremendous. 
Anthropological study, nonetheless, is particularly vulnerable to chapges 
in time OI'ling to the short duration of field studies. Formal analysis 
accentuates this, and it is remarkable that the effects of the removal of 
~vents as data from time are not considered in Needham's introduction. In 
the case of the Nyoro, there is, as he notes, a century of published ~th~ 
nography in several languages and of varying quality; thore is no comment 
on the effects of this upon analysis, nor on how the effects might be' 
accounted fpr. In his Nyoro article the various references are cited'one 
aftor the other, as if the inform'J.tion of the periods vnis equivalent. 
Thus,. in a consideration of colour symbolism12 tho sequence of published 
examples runs: 1964; 1922, 1911, 1953; 1879; 1938; 1911; ..1920; 1960; 1911; 
1867; 1911; 1895; 1911; 1922; 1920; 1911;;11938; 1867; 1893, and so on. 
The ethnography is variously English, French and German. Even though the 
'colours' under examination are white, black and, in passing, red, whiqh 
seem to have some general significance,13 it is presumptuous to assume that 
theirrm1ges would remain identical for a century in four languages. 4t 
least the terminological approach could be brought to boar here~14 . 

The definition of the Nyoro in space is also not considored. Although 
I do not have an extensive command of the literature, this may very we~l be 
because the written ethnography does not include an account of how the ~yoro 

define themselves, particularly with reference to neighbouring groups a,p.d 
dialects. There is also somo variation in the locations to which the e~isting 

accounts refer. But again, as long as the point of analysis is to show; the 
presence of certain general principles, and to illustrate their operatipn, 
the definition of the social units may be assumed and moreover, assumed to 
have no effect upon analysis. The situation is much the same for the demo
grapher, .who chooses the social units under consideration to suit his own 
convenience. It is as if the Nyoro exist in a pure spaca, much in the way 
they exist outside of time. 

'rhus, although anthropologists are not in the habit of trying 1;;0 mLlko 
practical use of their limited methods in tho way demographors,rightly or 
wrongly, have, thoy thereby miss a certain critical odge vlhich gives" .. 
demographers a good idea of the applicability of their methods. We ~~y 
surmise that, given tho similarities in the situation of anthropology and 
demography and, indeod~ in all of the social st~lies, anthropological analyses 
would be subject to a similar fate. 

Needham notes three other paths to confirmation which are closed to 
formal analysis. Thore is no final recourso to the traditional concepts as 
expressed by participants; nor is the ve~J.general incidence of relations 
such as dualism, and the comparison this facilitates, a basis upon which 
formal expressions may be completely justified. Quite so, Finally, con
firmation is precluded even if a particular formal analysis, based upon 
written materialS collated by LU1 author otherwise unfamiliar with thQ society, 
is reviewed affirmatively by tho ethnographers of that society. Once s~ch 
an analysis is a part of the written record it may set the terms in which 
the SOCiety is viewed, and thus .influences Whatever criticism it may receive; 
thus a negative review does not erase either tho influence or the possible 
validity of such an analysis. There is not only no confirmation, there is 
no refutation. 
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This last argument acknowledges that the critoria of the validity are 
set by academic discourse; as academic discovxse cannot be a subject of 
analysis without further recourse to itself, the problem of validity is 
intractable. This is not a very' interesting situation, and it can be 
said to follow from the initial mistaken beliof that the course of analyses 
or tho course of events in society can and should be separated from tho 
analysis of that society. life are in the habit of considering fOr!J1-'J.l schemes 
as if they were wholly alien to language, while insisting at the same time 
that they are in important senses dependent upon language. And there is 
now a dangerous possibility that this specious separation will be extended 
to semiotics generally. 

The separation of formality and language, of theo17 and observ~tion, 

of observer and participant are all of the legacy of the separation of puted 
objective and subjective realities. vn1ile compelling and necessary to an 
idea of theory which involves a separation of levels of discourse, these 
distinctions are widely recognized as incomplete descriptiolW of analysis. 
Specifically, they exclude the possibility of understanding and following 
the influences of the analyst. This fixation is unintentionally extended 
into anthropology by the break \'lhich is positted bett'lOen the mechanical, 
the proscriptive,the paradigmatic, and the myriad, tho preferential, the 
syntagmatic. Thore is no renderll1g the preferential for itself,prccisely 
because it is an ideal, created by tho succoss, one might say by the naturally 
imperialistic tendency, of the paradigmatic tendency of thought. 

Plainly this tendency will participate in al~ attempt we make to conceive 
of the flow of events. lie need not fear, then, th:l.t we will lose hold of 
this faculty if we return, for example, to the position of 1evi-Strauss, 
and say that all prescriptions are really preferencos. We know they are of 
a special kind, but tbatis :riot all that interests us here. EqUr3.11y we may 
return from the viow that formal theory is essentially reductionist; there 
is no doubting t~~t its use has been; but the applied use of fOnTh~l ideas 
here I have to bracket aside pure mathematics - is always embedded in linguistic 
practice, not to exclude semiotics generally. 

The interest of semiotics is that at least it gives us a way of talking 
about non-linguistic and para-linguistic phenomena. Ardoner's papers15 show 
that the advantages of the distinction between prescription and preference 
may be subsumed in the Saussurian paradigm; and this gives us some idea of 
the way in which the congerios of events, such as in any 'play' of fertility, 
are determined. It does, however, leave the question of movement 'outstanding'. 
And 1'Thilo some place f6r formality MS always boon secure in the Saussurian 
tradition, the question of the manner in which formal methods are to be ex
plored seems completely open. 

The idea of semiotics originates, it could be said, in tho hopeful 
anticipation that those aspects of experience for which linguistic descrip
tion is inadequate may nonetheless be said to be 'related' or 'integrated' 
or 'system..tic' or in some sense orderly. Semiotics nrc not completely 
articulated or articulable in language, ffild thoro is no reason to expect 
thorn to be. This poses the interesting possibility that insofar as these 
ranges of 'meaning' cannot be expressed in language without fundamentally 
changing them, anthropologists may need to develop othor-than-linguistic 
Dodes for their interpretation. This is not to revert to some argument that, 
for exanple, to l..Ulderstand mimes and clowning anthropologists will have to 
become C10Wlliq - though that ar~~ent is not so silly~ Rather, the theoretical 
rendering of semiotics cannot be entirely ll1 language, though language in
evitably participates; and it seems, through sheer want of othor possibilities, 
that we are throlVIl back upon formal methods. 

This is not to suggest that events that defy linguistic description 
are any more susceptible to, say, mathematical expression. There would be 
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little advantage to substituting the hyporstatis introduced by one for the 
other. The same is true for any idealized consideration of non-linguistic 
Elxpression in i ti?elf, ,vhother a notat ion is suggested for it or not. There 
is a possible danger of the assimilation of non-linguistic forms to linguis~ 

tic onos, as an effect of semiotics. Vie may, to begin 1vith, place inverted' 
commas arolli~d statements that refer to say ritual or musical 'signs', 'languages', 
'grammars', 'events' and so on: but we can expect these to full away on all 
sides in a short time. It can only be hoped that the simply unsatisfactory' 
quality of linguistic expressions of the non-linguistic will on the whole 
mitigate this. There is already a tendency to delegate the questiol1sof use 
such as asked in this paper to rather unoccupied and, as we have shown, un
occupiablo spaces. It seems important to insist upon the obvious fact 
that these rmlgeS of experience to which semiotics are supposed to refor are 
not pure but composite: they are tangled mixtures of language (i.e. speech, 
writing, reading etc.), physical movement, machines and artifacts, of un
stated and unstateabledefinitions of state. 

If, this is the caso, then we are more or less in the position of the
 
particle physicist: even if we can develop a formal notation to express
 
events fundamentally different in kind to those of the language of classical
 
mechffi~ics i.e. ordinary language, we are still left tho problem of needing
 
some at, least partial translation of these entities into language. 16
 

This puts anthropologists in a fine quandary. They have for'some yearp 
been aware that formal methods cannot hope and db not try to account for the 
subtlety and nuance of tho images surrounding situations such as those of 
fertility. Anthropology, of all the sciences, has retained a hold on the 
fact that explanation is in lallo~age; formal analyses are satisfactory to 
the extent that they can be translated, for it is by their effects upon 
ordinary description that we usually judge their J?lausibility. NO\'f thore is 
this reminder of what was Imovm all along: much ~how much?) of what is 
experienced in thinking, believing, feeling, expecting and so on soems to 
resist depiction in language. Care and attention to language, essential as 
it is, is not morely futile but misleading insofar as it expects to be 
complete. The very questions anthropologists seek to answor,which concern 
the envelope of representation and physical action in which events arc ex
perionced, seem to fall very much at the edge of what can be said. 
Anthropology appoars~uck between conceptual analysis it blOWS to be 
partially inappropriate and formal analysis in which it has no confidence. 

We can alrea~ see that the walls of this predicament nre paper-thin. 
,Our tendency to speak of language as separate, as if linguistic expression 
wero privileged and isolable, is really quite abstract and ideal. The metaphor 
of 'grammar' was apt because it helped to explore behaviour as if it wera 
'ruled'; we had the habit of speaking that way any way, oven if it was not 
always grammar we had in mind and the social facts expressod in language 
seemed peculiarly accossible, at least whon compared, e.g. to the expression 
of power by a charismatic leader or a dancer. A subtle change in our use qf 
language is introduced as the more schematic and less immediately apposite> 
aspects of the metaphor become acceptable: thus we have become accustomed 
to speak of 'behaviour' and even 'ruled behaviour'; we are not likely to be 
aware that we are wedding what we think to be a grDmrnatical analogy to ono 
that was chemical. 17 Formal schematizations are no different, even if more 
indecently exposod; still, that American families average 20 53 children 
scarcely raises an eyebrow •• In both cases, howover, there are operations 
in the baclqground of the analogy whose schematic import is ,not so plausible: 
tho linear form of spoech and writing is hardly suited as a model for events 
\'fhich occur simultaneously in several dimensions; and no one \'lould expect 
American birth rates to be fixed at their present level for the next 50 years. 
This description will not be too far from the facts: specialists accept 
schematizations as limiting cases, but as they further dove lop the analogies, 
their use, for several roasons, becomes more lax; usage passes into a wider 
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public, and the specialist will only rarely deny the acclaim for his image 
and likeness. \ihat is true with tne, elaborate metaphor of a 'grammar' is 
truo for analogies or schematizations generally, whether formal or informal: 
they aroimpcrialistic. They arc capable of replacing and reducing other 
classifications in language, as well as those manners of expression which 
do not fit into language. The elements displaced and the early stages of 
displacement may be erased; and the implications of the analogy are in
evitably traced partially. 

It would seem more fruitful to examine formal methods in the context 
of their use, that is, in the midst of linguistic analogies and institutional 
incentives, rather than to consider them only ~or their alienating effects 
in particular analyses. ' If semiotics are composite, we can expect the effects 
of language and fOl~al methods in composing some aspoct'of tho unexpressed 
much in the way the physicist uses mathomatics to circumscribe sub-atomic 
phenomena. There would be some'l'That less of a problem of assimilating these 
experiences to language given the less familiar and even peculiar sense of 
mathematical expression. And to understand such a rendition of events would 
re~lire, as in the reading of most any mathematical text, a careful, stop by 
step working-through of the relations. That is, it involves a reconstruction 
of the relations by the reader, which no doubt would raise many of tho op
tions and preferences taken up or set aside by the analyst in his own parti
cular presentation. The greater emphasis this would place on reading would 
be \-wlcome, and could turn it more into a simulation. Such a reading could 
only be a part of method, and it is to these questions of the relation of 
formal schemos to semiotics generally that we should now turn our attention. 

Phil Kreager 
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